COVID19 Update

Great minds
think differently
Coronavirus: using AI to map
supply chain impact

Coronavirus: mapping
contractual issues using AI
The impact of the Coronavirus outbreak
continues to gather pace. Governments
around the globe anticipate the peak to
occur in the next 8-14 weeks for those
countries who have yet to control the
transmission. The consequences of this for
your business and supply chains may be
significant, and proactively identifying the
impact of your contractual positions is
essential to help you reduce your risk.
Over the next few weeks, we expect to see a significant change
in businesses’ priorities, which is likely to lead to the following
scenarios
>> previously agreed and potentially in-flight projects or
orders cancelled
>> suppliers unable to deliver goods and services in line with
agreed SLAs/KPIs or contractual deadlines, whether as a result
of disruption to their own business or because of disruption in
their supply chains
Understanding your existing commitments is essential to
responding to these scenarios.
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What contractual provisions should you consider? This table
gives you some examples of terms for an initial review.
Supply side considerations
Scenario
Cancellation and
variation of orders

Impact
Consequences of you or your own customers
cancelling orders or changing previously
agreed orders

Provisions to consider
>> cancellation and compensation rights
>> termination
>> force majeure or relief events
>> hardship
>> change control/variation

Forecasting and
lead times

Understand forecasting requirements and
which elements are binding

Business resilience

Understand BCP testing/audit commitments
made to your customers

Service levels/quality
of performance

Identify SLAs and the impact of noncompliance

>> forecasting
>> volume commitments
>> business continuity commitments
>> relief events

>> service levels or KPIs
>> service credits/liquidated damages
>> other remedies for non-compliance

Information and
notification

Identify provisions that enable you to address
issues with your counterparty early on
and ensure notification requirements are
strictly met

>> information and co-operation rights
>> audit rights
>> notification requirements

Customer considerations
Scenario
Cancellation and
variation of orders

Impact
Consequences of you or your own customers
cancelling or changing previously agreed
orders

Provisions to consider
>> cancellation and compensation rights
>> termination
>> force majeure or relief events
>> change control / variation

Business resilience

Service levels/quality
of performance

Identify clauses that enable you to stress test
supplier resilience and gain early warning of
issues

Identify SLAs and the impact of noncompliance

>> business continuity commitments
>> relief events

>> service levels or KPIs
>> service credits/liquidated damages
>> other remedies for non-compliance

Information and
notification
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Identify provisions that enable you to address
issues with your counterparty early on
and ensure notification requirements are
strictly met

>> information and co-operation rights
>> audit rights
>> notification requirementss
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How the technology can help during Coronavirus outbreak
Through technology we can help identify key areas of risk within your contracts, prioritize areas of focus and remediate any
issues identified. Technology can:

Identify

Classify

Triage

Identify and collect relevant contracts
from multiple document repositories.

Categorize contracts by agreed criteria
such as contract type, customer type,
location, or duration or contract value.

Determine those that require review
and should be prioritized.

Extract

Review and report

Remediate and Repaper

Extract key provisions and data such as
lead in times, delivery timeframes,
service levels, KPIs or service credits.

Assist in reviewing implications and
determine appropriate action.

Resolve any issues identified through
drafting and negotiation technologies
such as HighQ and Parley Pro or use
Eversheds Sutherland lawyers for
bespoke detailed advice.

Execute and Completion
Electronically sign contracts.
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Our solution for contractual mapping during the Coronavirus outbreak
We can support you by providing a modularized and integrated end-to-end solution
comprising proven technologies and our legal excellence:

HighQ
Collect and centrally store
documents.

iManage RAVN,
Luminance or ThoughtRiver
Classification and data
extraction.

HighQ and Parley Pro
Contract amendment,
collaboration and negotiation.

Docusign

HighQ or Autologyx

Legal experience

Electronically sign
contracts.

Case management, tracking
and reporting across the
entire process.

Commercial lawyers for providing
bespoke solutions to the problems
thrown up by the Coronavirus
outbreak.

Document
collection

Amendment

AI Contract Review

Ingest

Classify

Triage

Extract

Negotiation

Execution

Review

Eversheds
Sutherland
Konexo

Client

Case Management, Reporting and MI
Process Automation and Workflow
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Contact us about AI solutions during the Coronavirus outbreak
For more information please contact:

Babar Hayat

Jonathan Townend

Tom Bridgford

Head of Technology, Product
and Transformation, Konexo

Head of Legal Services,
Konexo

T: +44 20 7919 0794
M: +44 7795 857155
babarhayat@
konexoglobal.com

T: +44 121 232 1249
M: +44 792 072 6452
jonathantownend@
konexoglobal.com

Partner and Head of
Outsourcing (International),
Eversheds Sutherland
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